Self Rescue Practice
Figure Out These Systems
1. Test autoblock material / number of wraps when rappelling on 2 single ropes, 1 single rope,
2 half ropes, 1 half rope.
• Can try a prussik/kleimheist to give extra grip?

Kleimheist hitch (add
wraps as needed.)
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Individual Skills
1. Half ropes instead of a single rope.
• Lead belay, feeding rope and taking
• Guide mode top rope belay

2. Munter hitch in place of a belay device.

Munter hitch oriented
for lead belaying

Munter hitch oriented
for rappelling

• Lead belay - feeding/taking rope and lowering
• Direct top rope belay
• Rappel (with one/two strands)
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3. Knots!
• Clove hitch - check that the load strand is along the carabiner’s spine
• Munter mule hitch overhand on loaded strand
• Tie oﬀ munter hitch / tie oﬀ belay device

• Mariner hitch on sling / cordalette or side tail of rope
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• Alpine butterfly

• Tensionless hitch (leg wraps) while on rappel

4. Guide Mode - lowering
• Shortest - wiggle belay device to free up a few inches or a foot of slack
• Short - use sling to torque device (either pulling or with body weight), use an autoblock
backup!

Lowering in Guide Mode by pulling
up on the device end. Backup
hitch is needed not to lose control.

• Longer - re-direct brake strand, then do the above
• Longest - if climber can support weight, re-direct the climber strand (use catastrophe
knot and autoblock before re-directing)
• Longest - re-orient the belay device
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5. Passing a knot - lowering
• Use a munter hitch to lower
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• Use 2 munter hitches or 2 belay plates to lower
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6. Passing a knot - rappelling
• Use a friction hitch on a load-releasable hitch, along with catastrophe knots

The load releasable friction
hitch. Once this holds weight,
move belay device below knot.

7. Rappelling
• Assisted rappel - both climbers share a single belay device
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• Counterweight rappel - rescuing climber should prussik to the other line as well to
control the rappel better.

Counterweight rappelling with an
injured climber in a chest harness.

• Add friction to rappel
• Biner break - build device from 4 biners
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• Add friction to single strand half rope rappel - make S curve with rope.

8. Hoisting (all in direct belay)
• Assisted hoist - drop brake strand to second, they pull themselves up with belayer
helping
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• 3:1 Haul
• 5:1 Haul

3:1 and 5:1 haul systems. If there is a pulley that can be used, it will be
most effective placed as close to the pull force as possible.
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Mini - Transitions
1. Tie oﬀ a belay / go hands free
• From lead belaying (MMO + catastrophe knot)
• Direct belay from top (Figure eight anchored brake strand)
• Re-direct belay from top (MMO + anchored 8 knot)

2. Put climber on a technical ledge - after going hands free
• Cordalette: Make prussik on climber’s strand. Tie this oﬀ to anchor using MMO, then
slide prussik down so there’s as little possible slack. Then using original belay method,
lower climber so that the friction hitch is loaded. Take out original belay device.
• Rope backside: Make prussik on climber’s strand. Clip it to a carabiner, then tie the
carabiner to the anchor using a MMO on the backside of the belayer’s tie in. Slide
prussik down so there’s as little possible slack. Then using original belay method, lower
climber so that the friction hitch is loaded. Take out original belay device.
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3. Transition from technical ledge to counterweight rappelling
• Re-direct belay (easy!)
• Direct belay - Go hands free and put climber on ledge/technical ledge. Remove the belay
device and set it back up like a re-directed belay. Put in autoblock and then lower down
to climber.
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Full-On Rescue Routines
Basics - Anchor, Hitches, Technical Ledges
Could be done fairly close to the ground as long as the climber can hang on the anchor.

1. Create an anchor using a cordalette/equalette.
2. Belayer attaches to the anchor using a clove hitch. For the following, set up the belay first
and have the climber weight the rope.
3. Go hands free and create a technical ledge from a direct belay.
a)

Go hands free on a locking belay device by tying a figure 8 behind the device and
clipping it to the belayer.

b) Create a technical ledge by building a prussik with accessory cord, and connecting it to
the anchor with the rope side-tail using a MMO.
4. Go hands free and create a technical ledge from a re-direct belay.
a)

Go hands free using a tensionless hitch (leg wraps) and figure 8 backup clipped to
belayer.

b) Create a technical ledge by building a kleimheist with a sling, and connecting it to the
anchor using a side-tail mariner overhand.
5. Go hands free and create a technical ledge from a munter hitch belay.
a)

Go hands free using a MMO on the belay.

b) Create a technical ledge by building a prussic from accessory cord, and connecting it
to the anchor using a double length sling or 2 girth hitched shoulder length slings tied
in a mariner hitch overhand.
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Rescuing the Second
Need an anchor at least 10 ft off the ground so the climber can hang on it a small distance below.

1. Set up for a guide mode direct belay. Belay the climber and have them weight the rope.
Lower the second, first by torquing the belay device (with a backup), then by redirecting
the brake strand (with a backup).
2. Practice transitions from a direct belay position.
a)

Put the second’s weight on a ledge (i.e. weight oﬀ the rope) and backup the belay to go
hands free.

b) Use the assisted hoist to bring the climber up a bit.
c)

Set up a 3:1 and 5:1 mechanical advantage haul and use each to raise the climber.

d) Next have the climber weight the rope and build a technical ledge. Transition to a
counterweight rappel and descend to the climber.
3. Practice transitions from a re-direct belay position.
a)

Have the climber weight the rope. Backup the belay and go hands free. Build a
technical ledge.

b) Set up a 3:1 and 9:1 mechanical advantage haul and use each to raise the climber.
c)

Transition to a counterweight rappel and descend to the climber.
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Descending
Need an anchor at least 20 ft off the ground. Much further would be helpful.

1. Rappel while sharing a device with another (injured/inexperienced) climber. Practice getting
to an anchor, getting both people oﬀ rappel, and setting up for the next rappel.
2. Belay a second climber who is >1/2 rope length away. Transition to a counterweight rappel.
Descend as far as possible, then build an intermediary anchor and place the second’s
weight on it using a technical ledge. Now pull the ropes and rappel from the intermediary
anchor down to the stuck climber.
3. Lower a second climber. Pass a knot while lowering.
4. Rappel. Pass a knot while rappelling.

Aid Ascending/Soloing
Need an aid-able crack with top rope.

1. Set up the climber on top rope for safety backup. Anchor the lead rope by tying it oﬀ on
the anchor, which is strengthened for upward pull.
2. The climber sets up a lead rope clove hitch on an HMS carabiner. The leader ties into the
other end of the rope.
3. Climber aid solos up the crack, keeping two backup eight knots tied to the belay loop (or a
sling on the belay loop.
4. Set up and anchor and transition to rappelling from the new anchor. Rappel back to the
ground.
5. Aid up the rope to the new anchor, cleaning gear.
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Leader Rescue
Need a toprope anchor and a middle/ground anchor. Need to be able to self TR belay or have other
belayers to do this safely!!

1. Set up a top rope as if it is a highest piece of protection. Put in pieces of protection below
it. Belayer belays a ‘leader’, who climbs to nearly the highest piece of pro and then ‘falls’.
2. Counterweight ascend to the leader with them hanging on the rope.
a)

The belayer ties oﬀ the device to go hands free, and ties a catastrophe 8 knot
behind it (for the sake of themselves and the leader. Then the belayer releases from
the ground anchor (if there is one.)

b) The belayer climbs/aids up the rock. As they ascend, the fallen leader descends.
c)

Once the two climbers meet, the belayer lowers to the anchor to try the next
exercise.

3. Counterweight ascend to the leader with them on a ledge.
a)

The belayer ties oﬀ the device to go hands free, and ties a catastrophe 8 knot
behind it (for the sake of themselves and the leader. Then the belayer releases from
the ground anchor (if there is one.)

b) The belayer climbs the ‘fixed’ rope using 2 prussiks or 1 prussik and a GriGri.
c)

Once the climbers meet, transition to a counterweight rappel. Rappel down to the
anchors, then transition to an assisted rappel to bring both climbers to the ground.

4. Ascend to the leader with a clove hitch backup belay.
a)

The leader sits on a ledge or hangs oﬀ a piece of protection.

b) The belayer ties oﬀ the device to go hands free, and ties a catastrophe 8 knot
behind it (for the sake of themselves and the leader. Then the belayer releases from
the anchor/end of the rope.
c)

Tie the end of the rope to the anchor and back it up for upwards pull.

d) The belayer sets up a clove hitch on an HMS carabiner a few meters from the
anchor tie in.
e)

Set up an 8 knot backup to the clove hitch a few meters past the clove hitch, clip it
to the belay loop.

f)

Ascend the rope towards the leader, unclipping pieces from the fixed rope and
clipping them onto the self-belay backup line.
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